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Berkeley City Council

ACTION CALENDAR
March 25, 2014
To:

Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council

From:

Councilmembers Jesse Arreguín and Gordon Wozniak

Subject:

Wearable Video Cameras for Police Officers

RECOMMENDATION:
Refer to the City Manager and the Police Review Commission to investigate the usage
of wearable video cameras for police officers by other jurisdictions, including any
reported benefits, attendant issues, and adopted policies, and to provide a report to
Council on the issue. A recommendation or proposal is not needed at this time.
BACKGROUND:
Video doesn’t lie. Or at least that’s the idea as more and more cities and agencies are
equipping law enforcement officers with pager-sized wearable video cameras to provide
a limited, but objective accounting of any law enforcement interactions. Cities that have
some form of on-body cameras include Oakland, Seattle, Orlando, Rialto, and even
agencies such as BART. San Francisco is currently exploring the issue in response to
allegations that officers are not properly identifying themselves at the door and other
alleged misconduct.
Berkeley Police Department and its officers are head and shoulders above other
law enforcement agencies and perform their duties commendably. However, the
potential benefits of on-body cameras extend to both officers and the public. On-body
cameras take advantage of technology and have the potential to provide valuable
evidence in criminal investigations or in the investigation of complaints. Theoretically,
the very presence of a recording camera regulates the behavior of police officers and
members of the public in interactions, helping to maintain trust.
According to a study by the Police Foundation and Cambridge University, use-of-force
incidents decreased by over 50% and there was an even larger decrease in citizen
complaints (see attached study).
On the other hand, on-body video cameras raise many questions that may have
drawbacks if not properly addressed. For example, there are notable privacy concerns
regarding when the cameras are in use, where footage is stored and how is it accessed,
and by whom. Do officers have to disclose that the camera is in use? Additionally, there
have been concerns raised over the use of footage to monitor and discipline officers
outside of complaints and requisite investigations. What if footage accessed for one
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purpose reveals other violations? Do officers have access to footage that they have
recorded?
The report should include an exploration of these issues and others, including data and
testimony from other agencies to evaluate the effectiveness of on-body cameras.
Feedback of law enforcement unions within those jurisdictions, and the Berkeley Police
Officers Association, should be solicited as well.
FISCAL IMPACTS OF RECOMMENDATION:
Unknown.
CONTACT PERSON:
Jesse Arreguin, Councilmember, District 4

981-7140

Attachments:
1. “As more police wear cameras, policy questions arise,” NPR; 11-7-11.
2. “S.F. police seek cameras to capture whole picture,” SF Chronicle; 1-23-14.
3. Study: The Effect of Body-Worn Cameras on Police Use-of-Force
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As More Police Wear Cameras, Policy
Questions Arise
by MARTIN KASTE
November 07, 2011 12:01 AM

Listen to the Story
Morning Edition

7 m in 46 sec

Jeff Chiu/AP

The next time you talk to a police officer, you might find yourself staring
into a lens. Companies such as Taser and Vievu are making small,
durable cameras designed to be worn on police officer's uniforms.
The idea is to capture video from the officer's point of view, for use as
evidence against suspects, as well as to help monitor officers'
behavior toward the public.
The concept is catching on. The cameras have been adopted by big
city police departments, such as Cincinnati and Oakland, Calif., as
well as dozens of smaller cities, such as Bainbridge Island, Wash.,
where the Vievu camera was initially tested by Officer Ben Sias.
"The only thing that really was different about doing business is that I'd
http://www.npr.org/2011/11/07/142016109/smile-youre-on-cop-camera
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tell the person that we're being recorded," Sias says. He sees the
camera as a kind of insurance policy.
"In this job, we're frequently accused of things we haven't done, or
things were kind of embellished, as far as contact," he says. "And the
cameras show a pretty unbiased opinion of what actually did happen."
That makes the cameras particularly appealing in cities where the
police have been accused of misconduct.
In Seattle, for example, the police department is being investigated by
the Justice Department after a series of amateur videos showed
police officers punching or kicking suspects. The problem with some
of those videos, says Seattle City Councilman Bruce Harrell, is that
they often capture only part of an incident.
"What we have now are videos after the fact — the 'second punch'
kind of situation," Harrell says.
That's why Harrell wants Seattle police to start wearing cameras, too.
He has asked the mayor to include money in next year's budget for a
pilot project, equipping a handful of Seattle police with the cameras.
He says he hopes the result will be a more complete view of police
encounters with the public, as well as better behavior across the
board.
"People behave differently when they are on camera," Harrell says,
"so these cameras I believe can restore trust."
Harrell's enthusiasm is not shared by Sgt. Rich
O'Neill, president of the Seattle Police Officers'
Guild. O'Neill doesn't like the fact that many of the
departments that have adopted wearable
cameras have given their officers little discretion:
They're required to record every contact with the
i
Martin Kaste/NPR

public, and can't stop recording until it's over —
even if a citizen asks them to.

O'Neill says people should think hard about what
it will mean to have police officers show up at the front door with a
camera rolling.
"Maybe I'm there for something as small as a noise complaint," O'Neill
http://www.npr.org/2011/11/07/142016109/smile-youre-on-cop-camera
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says. "Maybe I'm at your home for something much more serious,
maybe it's a terribly traumatic event, domestic violence victim, child
abuse victim, and I'm going to be walking into that home, videotaping."
Before police departments adopt the wearable cameras, they usually
have to negotiate the ground rules with the local police union. One
especially contentious issue is access: The unions generally want
guarantees that superiors won't be able to use the videos to monitor
officers' daily routine, or troll through the videos in search of minor
infractions.
At the same time, police officers want to make sure they have access
to their own tapes. In Oakland recently, a police officer who shot a
suspect wanted to view his own video before making a formal
statement; his request was denied, even though Oakland rules allow
police to see the tapes. Department officials have now called that
decision a "mistake," and the Oakland Police Officers Association
has secured assurances that officers in similar situations will be able
to see their own tapes.
Rocky Lucia, the association's lawyer, says nobody has recollection
that's as accurate as a video — not even a cop. "There's going to be
inconsistencies," he says. "It's our job, as the union, or the association
representing the police officers, to make sure the officer isn't held
accountable for inconsistencies that could lead one to believe that the
officer is not being truthful."
But some people worry about the opposite problem — that the only
ones with easy access to the videos will be the authorities. In Seattle,
Eric Rachner won a $60,000 judgment against the city because of its
reluctance to turn over police videos. Rachner wanted the videos —
shot from squad car dashboard cameras — because he believed they
would prove that he'd been the victim of an illegal arrest in 2008.
"They really don't want to give it out unless it is just a clear-cut example
of something that supports what the officer said, or tends to show that
the arrestee is guilty," Rachner says.
Rachner says it took months before the city even acknowledged the
existence of some of the videos he requested. He subsequently
demanded and received a log of all Seattle police dash cam videos
shot in the past three years, which he posted to the Seattle Police
Video Project online. The idea is to make it easier for other people to
http://www.npr.org/2011/11/07/142016109/smile-youre-on-cop-camera
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check whether the police have videos of them. He plans to keep
updating the site, and if Seattle police start wearing cameras, those
videos should be searchable, too.
"Events that occur in public and are recorded, especially in the course
of a public officer doing his public duty — that's fair game," Rachner
says.
While police videos are generally considered public records, in
practice, they're often difficult to obtain. Most cities refuse to turn over
footage that is part of an investigation, and some are now instituting
restrictions based on privacy concerns.
For example, Oakland will no longer turn over videos of traffic stops in
which the officer's camera captures an image of a driver's license or
insurance card. Department officials say they'd like to release the
video with the private data blacked out, but they say they don't have
the necessary video editing gear.
Despite these restrictions, public interest in the footage is likely to
intensify, as wearable cameras capture more and more of what police
officers see every day.

Related NPR Stories
Phila. Police Enlist Private Cameras To
Capture Crime
Aug. 31, 2011

New Police Scanner Raises 'Facial
Profiling' Concerns
July 27, 2011

©2014 NPR
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S.F. police seek cameras to capture whole picture
C .W. Nevius
Updated 2:58 pm, Thursday, January 23, 2014

A brawl broke out Friday between San Francisco police officers and residents of the Valencia Gardens public housing complex. There
were videos of police punching angry residents, handcuffing a distraught 20-year-old bicyclist and leading away a man, his face covered
in blood.
Frankly, it didn't look good for the cops.
But Police Chief Greg Suhr has an interesting response. He wants more video - he wants his officers to wear cameras.
He's about to get his wish. In two weeks, with the help of a $250,000 federal grant, the Police Department will begin equipping some
officers with wearable cameras in a pilot program.
Initially the small, cigar-shaped cameras will be issued to 50 plainclothes officers who execute search warrants and parole checks and who
might enter people's homes. The idea is to blunt suggestions that officers aren't identifying themselves properly when they knock
on doors.
Suhr contends that if a camera - and not one from the cell phone of a bystander - had been present at Valencia Gardens, it would have
recorded what really happened: A man riding his bike on a sidewalk started to fight when a plainclothes officer tried to stop him, "the guy
biting the officer as soon as he touched him."
Camera always running
That may be true, although the plainclothes officer who can be seen raining punches on a witness has some explaining to do. But the
chief's point is that most witnesses don't start filming until fists start to fly.
"It's always the second punch," he says. "When the cell phones go on, we're in the middle of a response and we're losing the argument."
The new cameras will catch the second punch, the first punch and whatever started the altercation - because they'll always be running.
That is just the start. If the cameras are as successful in San Francisco as they've been elsewhere, they will become standard issue.
BART Deputy Chief of Police Benson Fairow says that when the transit agency began to roll out video cameras last year after two fatal
police shootings, "there was a little apprehension" among officers. There was a two-month pilot program last November, with full
implementation in June.
"It's been wonderful," Fairow says. "This is the future in law enforcement, just like when we introduced radios, cars and bulletproof vests.
People say they are worried that video is looking at them all the time. Really? Today? There's video looking at us right now."
Valuable evidence
SFPD will be using the same system as BART, the Axon Flex by Taser International. The camera is light enough to clip to the bill of a cap
or a shirt lapel. There's also an important feature called the pre-event video buffer.
The camera, always on, records half-minute clips. If nothing happens, the piece is erased and the camera starts over. But if an officer
spots something and hits the record button, the previous 30 seconds is preserved at the beginning of the recording.
BART Sgt. Tanzanika Carter says she was patrolling this week when "my camera showed a guy jumping over the rail." She hit the record
button and captured the whole sequence for posterity.
That pretty much ended any discussion of whether he was a fare evader.
SFPD Commander Mikail Ali, whom Suhr calls his "gadget guy," says that after the short pilot program, the plan is to give cameras to
traffic control officers.
"You see a guy run a red light, you activate, and it captures him," Ali said. "In terms of best evidence, that's huge."
http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/nevius/article/S-F-police-seek-cameras-to-capture-whole-picture-4997404.php
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Even for a city that has always been concerned with protecting privacy, the video plan seems to have broad support.
Public Defender Jeff Adachi, who has criticized the police for giving cursory or nonexistent identification when serving search warrants in
the past, is behind the concept.
"Absolutely. It makes sense," Adachi said. "It will protect both the individual that is being approached as well as the officer. Instead of a
'he said, she said,' you will have an objective record."
Reducing complaints
In fact, a news story this year says that studies by a criminologist at the University of Cambridge show that when cameras are in use,
there is a decrease in citizen complaints against officers as well as a reduction in the use of force by the police.
Adachi wonders if officers would be required to tell subjects that a video camera is running. BART's Carter says that turns out to be
an advantage.
"I've had cases where someone is causing a problem and I hold up the camera and say, 'You know I'm recording this, right?' " she says.
"And they calm right down."
There are potential problems.
"If I am in close proximity to having shots fired, the last thing I am thinking about is turning on a camera," Ali says. "There will be
occasions when the officer doesn't capture the event."
Conspiracy theories
That brings us back to the Valencia Gardens controversy. When video of an encounter is not available, Suhr says, conspiracy
theories abound.
"We've gone through this before in a place where there were three cameras and some are not working," he says. "If the cameras
malfunction or the officer forgets to turn them on, then the suggestion is that it was deliberate."
At Valencia Gardens, Suhr says, there was a camera that could have recorded the initial encounter. Unfortunately, the view was blocked
by a tree.
"And," Suhr says, "we did not put the tree there."
C.W. Nevius is a San Francisco Chronicle columnist. His columns appear Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. E-mail:
cwnevius@sfchronicle.com Twitter: @cwnevius

© 2014 He arst C om m unications, Inc.
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SELF-AWARENESS TO BEING WATCHED AND SOCIALLY-DESIRABLE BEHAVIOR: A
FIELD EXPERIMENT ON THE EFFECT OF BODY-WORN CAMERAS ON POLICE USE-OFFORCE
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INTRODUCTION
The Rodney King story is a potent reminder about the enormous power that police officers have
and how it can sometimes be abused. That was the case of an African-American who was repeatedly
beaten by Los Angeles police officers, and was arguably the impetus for the 1992 Los Angeles riots. The
King incident signifies just how disproportionate use-of-force could shutter the reputation of the police
and lead into social cataclysm. Importantly, there are still somewhat similar cases taking place1, despite
efforts to stop such behavior through better training and prosecution of rogue officers. Are these incidents
unavoidable?
A voluminous body of research across various disciplines has shown that when humans become
self-conscious about being watched, they often alter their conduct. Accumulated evidence further
suggests that individuals who are aware that they being-observed often embrace submissive or
commonly-accepted behavior, particularly when the observer is a rule-enforcing entity. What is less
known, however, is what happens when the observer is not a “real person”, and whether being videotaped
can have an effect on aggression and violence. For instance, would the Rodney King incident be avoided
had the officers known that they are being videotaped? Would frequency of police use of force be reduced
if all interactions between officers and members of the public were under known electronic surveillance?
We have tested whether police body-worn cameras would lead to socially-desirable behavior of
the officers who wear them. Individualized HD cameras were “installed” on the officers’ uniforms, and
systematically-recorded every police-public interaction. We randomly-assigned a year’s worth of police
shifts into experimental and control shifts within a large randomized-controlled-field-experiment
conducted with the Rialto-Police-Department (California). We investigated the extent to which cameras
effect human behavior and, specifically, reduce the use of police force. Broadly, we have put to test the
implication of self-awareness to being observed on compliance and deterrence theory in real-life settings,
and explored the results in the wider context of theory and practice.

SELF-AWARENESS LEADING TO SOCIALLY-DESIRABLE BEHAVIOR: THE
GENERALIZED MECHANISM BEHIND THE EFFECT OF CAMERAS
Several lines of research across many disciplines of science suggest that most forms of species
alter their behaviors once made aware that they are being observed.2 In humans, a rich body of evidence
on perceived social-surveillance - self-awareness3 and socially-desirable-responding4 - proposes that
people adhere to social-norms and alter their behavior because of the awareness that someone else is
watching5. It seems that knowing with sufficient certainty that our behavior is being observed or judged
2

affects various social cognitive processes: We experience public self-awareness6 , become more prone to
socially-acceptable-behavior7 and sense a heightened need to cooperate with rules8.
Getting caught doing something morally or socially-wrong is often registered as behavior that can
potentially lead to negative consequences, which is an outcome rational-individuals tend to avoid9.
Several experiments in social psychology have uncovered a propensity to avoid negative outcomes, and
the findings generally agree that individuals react compliantly to even the slightest cues indicating that
somebody may be watching.

Cues signal how we ought to behave, and they can range from

reputational10, shame11 to punishment for noncompliance12.

Paradigmatically, these cues are more

broadly explored under deterrence theory.
Deterrence theory relies heavily on self-awareness and how being watched would lead to socially
desirable behaviors. Its theoretical roots are found in 18th century enlightenment philosophy13, but an
extensive body of recent rigorous research across several categories of human behavior has shown that
when certainty of apprehension for wrongdoing is high, socially and morally-unacceptable acts are
dramatically less likely to occur14. Particularly around crime and disorder, when consequences of
apprehension can be bleak (imprisonment, fines, etc.), people simply do not want to get caught. For
instance, when meta-analyzing the available data from more than two dozen experiments on policing
hotspots of crime, Braga, Papachristos and Hureau (2012) have shown that police presence in high-crime
areas specifically meant to increase the perceived certainty of apprehension, can significantly reduce
crime incidents at these hotpots compared to control conditions (d=.2, p<.001).
Thus, physical presence of other people, especially rule-enforcers, either produces cooperative
behavior or deters away non-cooperative or noncompliant behavior15.

However, evidence further

suggests that other, less direct, cues can also manipulate self-consciousness to socially-desirable
responding. For example, the mere picture of a pair of eyes has been shown to deter people from
noncompliance16. Likewise, the presence of various stimuli such as mirrors can be used to situationallyincrease self-consciousness17 and in turn to generate socially desirable behaviors.
Far less is known about cameras and video-cameras, though theoretically they are hypothesized to
produce socially desirable behaviors as well. Much like live observers, mirrors or pictures of eyes,
cameras can make us self-conscious not only to the fact that we are being watched, but also to drive us
into compliance - arguably to a greater extent than other stimuli tested thus far in research. When we
become aware that a video-camera is recording our actions, we also become self-conscious that
unacceptable behaviors are likely to be captured on film, and the perceived certainly of punishment is at
its highest. “Getting-away” with rule breaking is thus far less convincible if you are being-videotaped.
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Despite this conceptual appeal of cameras on human-behavior, and possible social-control-policies
around their use, rigorous research on their effect is minimal. Thus far, the evidence on how cameras can
potentially deter against morally and socially-undesirable behaviors has primarily been collected on two
subtypes of recording devices: CCTVs and speed-cameras. Both types are meant to trigger that perceptual
mechanism of self-awareness: (passive) cameras are placed in public-spaces in order to increase the
perceived likelihood of being-apprehended. The available meta-analysis of the evidence from 44 studies
on the use of public-area CCTV has shown that the mechanism “works” in principle, insofar as cameras
caused a modest (16%) decrease in crime in experimental areas compared with control areas. However,
this overall result was largely driven by the effectiveness of CCTV schemes in car parks, which caused a
51% decrease in crime18 and not in more serious or violence crimes. Similarly, speed cameras were found
to reduce the incidence of speeding, road traffic crashes, injuries and deaths19. A meta-analysis of 35
rigorous studies has found that, compared with controls, the relative reduction in proportion of vehicles
speeding was up to 65% and up to 44% for fatal and serious injury crashes
Yet the most prominent type of cameras - mobile cameras - has been virtually ignored in
psychology and social sciences. What are their effects on self-awareness? Could they promote sociallydesirable behavior? Can they be used as a social-control mechanism? Although theoretically compelling,
direct experimental research on how portable cameras affect our behavior is currently non-existent, let
alone how we would behave in social contexts that require us to follow rules.

HYPOTHESES
We hypothesize that portable cameras would go beyond the limited impact that CCTVs have had
on expressive acts of violence in public spaces. CCTV cameras were found to be weak behavior modifiers
not because of a flaw in the self-awareness paradigm or the deterrence theory. Rather, the level of
certainty of being apprehended necessary for the self-awareness mechanism, which would lead to
socially-desirable behavior, is not high enough in CCTV. If cameras are expected to influence behavior
and to serve as cues that social norms or legal rules must be followed, then the cue “dosage” of awareness
must be intense. Mobile cameras are likely to have this effect.
In passing, we note that self-consciousness caused by active mobile cameras will not necessarily
lead people to follow rules, as this largely depends on who is holding the camera. In this research,
however, we have focused solely on devices that were operated in the context of law-enforcement. We
therefore hypothesize that rational-beings including police-officers are unlikely to embrace sociallyundesirable behavior when videotaped.
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METHODS
RESEARCH SETTINGS
We tested these questions in a large-field-experiment in Rialto, California, by measuring the
magnitude of the effect of wearing highly-visible portable HD-cameras by frontline officers on incidents
of use-of-force.
Rialto Police is a mid-sized police department that has jurisdiction over 28.5 square-miles and
services a population of 100,000 residents. The department employs 115 sworn police officers and 42
non-sworn personnel who deal with approximately 3,000 property crimes per year and 500 violent crimes
per year. In 2009-2011, the department has dealt with 6 to 7 homicides per year, which is nearly 50%
higher than the US national rate per 100,000.

PARTICIPANTS
The entire population of Rialto Police Department frontline officers participated in the experiment
(n=54), though we consider the shift to be the unit-of-analysis. Frontline officers work seven days per
week, in six shifts of 12 hours per-day, or a total 2,038 officer shift-hours per week. Each shift consists of
approximately ten armed officers who patrol the streets of Rialto and interact with offenders, victims,
witnesses and members of the public. When officers were assigned to treatment conditions (see below),
they were instructed to “wear” HD cameras, which would then record all of these interactions.

PROCEDURE AND RANDOM ALLOCATION
The experiment began on February 13, 2012 and ran for 12 months. The experimental procedure
included random assignment of all police shifts to either experimental or control conditions.
“Experimental-shifts” consisted of shifts in which officers were assigned to wear HD audio-visual
recording apparatus (see below) that captured all police-public encounters during these shifts. “Controlshifts” consisted of shifts in which officers were instructed not to wear the HD cameras. Integrity of
assignment was maintained by both measuring the number of “footage-hours” against the assigned shifts
as we all dip-sampling dates of footage and ascertaining that officers wore cameras as assigned.
The experimental procedure is illustrated in Table 1 below. As shown, there are 19 shifts during
any given week and 54 frontline officers conducted patrols in six teams: Two teams work day shifts, three
shifts work nights, and two shifts are cover shifts. Shifts were randomly allocated to treatment and
control conditions, using the Cambridge Randomizer20, on a weekly basis. In total, we assigned 988 (12
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months) into 489 treatment and 499 control conditions. Using G*Power 3.1.3, we estimated a-priori that
this sample-size can detect small effects of standardized-mean-difference of 0.2, in which the statisticalsignificance level is 5% and estimated statistical power of 80%21.

----------------------Insert Table 1 Here
-----------------------

APPARATUS
We collaborated with Taser Inc.© to provide all frontline officers their HD body-worn cameras.
These body-mounted cameras capture video evidence from the officer’s perspective. Weighing 108 grams
and small enough to place on the officer’s shirt pocket, the camera systems can be affixed to the hat,
collar, shoulder, or specially designed Oakley© sunglasses. The unit is water resistant, the video is full
color, and the battery life lasts for at least 12 hours, thus making it ideal for the shift patterns of Rialto
Police. The cameras can be viewed in Supplementary Materials 1 through 4 below.
All data from the cameras were collated using a web-based computerized video management
system developed by evidence.com©. The software tracked and inventoried all Taser Inc.© video cameras
evidence. The system automatically-uploaded the officers’ videos at the end of their shifts and the
research team was granted full access to these rich data, encompassing over 50,000 hours of police-public
interactions.

-------------------------------Figures S1-S#1-4 Here
--------------------------------

MEASURES
Police General Orders require all officers to document any instance of use-of-force, which
encompasses physical force more than a basic control or “compliance hold”, including use of OC spray,
baton, Taser, canine bite or firearm1. We looked at four main outcomes to measure use-of-force. First, a
standardized police tracking system called Blue-Team measures all recorded use-of-force incidents. The
system enabled us to count how many incidents have occurred during the experimental period, in both
1

Additionally, Penal Code 148 (a) (1) states the following - Every person who willfully resists, delays, or obstructs any public
officer, peace officer, or an emergency medical technician, as defined in Division 2.5 (commencing with Section 1797) of the
Health and Safety Code, in the discharge or attempt to discharge any duty of his or her office or employment, when no other
punishment is prescribed, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000), or by imprisonment in a
county jail not to exceed one year, or by both that fine and imprisonment.
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experimental and control shifts, and to verify the details of the incidents, such as whether the officer or
the suspect initiated the incident.
Second, the police tracked formal complaints against officers with a software called IA-Pro.
Citizens’ complaints are incidents where the reporting party has filed a grievance form against alleged
misconduct or what they perceive as poor performance. We used the data captured on this system to count
the number of complaints filed against police-officers, as a proxy for use-of-force.
Third, we measured the total number of contacts between the police and the public. Any noncasual interaction with the public was recorded on the Department’s computer-aided dispatch system
(CAD) as well. These included attending to calls-for-service, formal advices given to individuals,
collecting evidence and statements during any type of investigation and the like. With this variable we
were able to compute the rate of incidents per 1,000 police-public contacts.
Fourth, we analyzed the content of the videotapes, in order to enrich our analysis with qualitative
data. Here, we primarily focused on the incidents in which force was used, though more broadly the data
can be used to systematically-observe police-public encounters and measure police performance, possibly
elements of procedural-justice as well. The outcome-of-choice was primarily a validation of the BlueTeam and IA-Pro reports in terms of the type of force used and how the incident was initiated.

BASELINE ANALYSIS
Table 2 below lists the outcome variables at baseline, up to three years prior to the experiment. As
shown, use-of-force is a relatively rare event, with approximately 65 incidents per year, or 1.46 incidents
for every 1,000 police-public contacts. Similarly, complaints lodged by citizens against police-officers are
infrequent, with 28 grievances filed against officers in 2011 (about 0.7 for every 1,000 contacts). Policepublic contacts data show that, on average, Rialto officers interacted with members of the public about
3,600 times-per-month (approximately 42 recorded contacts per-shift).

----------------------Insert Table 2 Here
-----------------------

STATISTICAL PROCEDURE
Poisson Generalized-Linear-Model will be used to model the data, given the distribution of the
outcome data. Group assignment (“experimental shifts”/”control shifts”) is set as a predicting variable,
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and the dependent variables will be the number of use-of-force incidents and the number of citizens’
complaints. We will also look at the likelihood of use-of-force and the likelihood of filing a complaints,
by measuring the magnitude of the treatment-effect using odds-ratios (OR), and then the magnitude of the
difference in terms of the rates of these measures per shift.

RESULTS
Table 3 below summarizes the findings in terms of the predicted effect of the treatment under the
statistical model. The table also presents the standard error term, the 95% confidence interval (CI), and
the Wald Chi-Square statistic.

--------------------------Insert Table 3 Here
--------------------------We have detected a significant treatment effect on use of force {B=-0.924 95% CI [(-.1806)-(.042)]}. Shifts without cameras experienced twice as many incidents of use of force as shifts with
cameras {OR=2.121; 95%CI = (0.907)-(4.960)}. The direction of the findings was mirrored by the
difference in the rate of use-of-force per shift between treatment and control conditions, though not to the
same magnitude (d=.140; CI 95% =.015-.265). We have also detected that, globally, the rate of use of
force incidents per 1,000 contacts was reduced by 2.5 times compared to the 12 months prior to the
experimental period (mean baseline=1.46; mean treatment=.33; mean control=.78), as shown in Fig. 1
below.
In terms of complaints against officers, we were unable to compute a treatment effect as planned,
since the overall reduction was so large that there were not enough complaints to conduct any meaningful
analyses (only one complaint lodged for an incident that has occurred during control conditions and two
for incidents that occurred during treatment condition). Importantly, there was an overall reduction from
28 complaints filed lodged in the 12 months before the trial to the 3 during the trial - or 0.70 complaints
per 1,000 contacts compared to .069 per 1,000 contacts.

--------------------------Insert Fig. 1 here
--------------------------The qualitative analysis of the recorded footage – 6,776 video files of 724 gigabytes of memory and Blue Team data revealed three major findings. First, the difference between the study conditions
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concentrated in less-severe cases: during experimental shifts in which use-of-force was required, police
weapons were often not used. In all videotaped incidents (treatment condition) in which force was used
by officers the subject is clearly seen to be physically-abusive or to physically resisting arrest. On the
other hand, in five incidents that have occurred during control shifts (out of a total of seventeen incidents)
officers resorted to use force without being physical-threatened.
Second, in both experimental and control groups the police used force using Taser guns but to a
far greater degree in the experimental arm (5 out of 8, and 7 out of 17 respectively). The incident logs
suggest that Taser guns were used when officers were physically-assaulted or threatened (by drunken
suspects or while in-pursuit of offenders).
Lastly, we reviewed who has initiated the use-of-force. All videotaped incidents are cases in
which the physical contact was commenced by the member of the public, whereas 4 out of the 17 control
cases the officer initiated the physical contact.

DISCUSSION
In this experiment we tested for the first time the effect of mobile cameras on self-awareness and
ultimately socially-desirable behavior. The cameras were hypothesized to increase police officers selfconsciousness that they were being watched and therefore to increase their compliance to rules of
conduct, especially around use of force. The findings suggest more than a 50% reduction in the total
number of incidents of use-of-force compared to control-conditions, and nearly ten times more citizens’
complaints in the 12-months prior to the experiment.
The implications of these findings for psycho-social theories and particularly for our
understanding of self-awareness are meaningful but perhaps not unexpected. We anticipated that the
videotaped interactions will experience fewer incidents of use of force, because of the fundamental
tendency of rational-beings to exhibit more desirable behaviors when they know under surveillance,
particularly in scenarios that require them to follow rules. What is surprising, however, is that as far as we
can tell this is the first field-experiment that has tested this paradigm in real-life settings – at least under
these conditions. Mobile cameras are “everywhere” but at the same time nowhere in social science
research, insofar as studying their effect on compliance is concerned.
Therefore, this convergence of self-awareness theory with deterrence theory in the context of
police-public relations, is something of a terra nullius. Deterrence theory presupposes self-consciousness
to being-observed, but never really explored it with sufficient rigor. What is the measurable level of
certainty that enables deterrence to take place? What is the threshold of cognitive attentiveness, under
9

which the rule-breaker does not internalize the possibility of getting caught? At the very least, this
experiment provides an example of a way to measure these dimensions. More broadly, however, the study
was able to expose what happens when the level of certainty of apprehension for professional misconduct
was set at 100%. These are social circumstances that are characterized with an inescapable panopticonic
gaze22. Future explorations of the nexus between deterrence and self-awareness to being observed may
want to scrutinize other contexts, other recording technologies and other levels of certainty of
apprehension.
In practical terms, the findings can easily be extended to other law-enforcement agencies, but to
other professional arenas and social contexts as well. We envisage that any rule-enforcing profession can
benefit from intensified certainty of apprehension that was “created” by devices such as body-worn
cameras. For instance, medical physicians and other care-providers may benefit from having their
interactions videotaped as it can potentially reduce cases of alleged unprofessional conduct.

We

acknowledge that this may pose ethical considerations, though we believe that, on average, the benefits
outweigh the costs. One should also bear in mind that those that come in contact with these and other
rule-enforcers already use such devices, so the major difference would be to institutional this practice and
possibly introduce control measures.
Lastly, we cannot rule out the possibility that the cameras have (also) modified the behavior of
those who interacted with the police. Members of the public with whom the officers communicated were
also aware of being videotaped and therefore were likely to be cognizant that they ought to act
cooperatively. However, we did not collect any evidence from these individuals to be able to ascertain
this question. In spite of that, the psychological mechanisms ought to be substantially similar, though this
is an avenue best explored experimentally in the future.

***
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TABLES AND FIGURES

Table 1:

Table 2: Use of Force, Citizens Complaints and Police-Public Raw Figures –
Baseline and Experimental Raw Data
2009 2010

2011

Jan 2012 Feb 12 2012

13 Feb 2012 12 Feb 2013*

Use of Force

70

65

60

7

25^

Complaints

36

51

28

5

3^^

Police-Public contacts

--‡

--‡

40,111

4,993

43,289

*

experimental period
8 during experimental shifts, 17 during control shifts (n=499)
^^
2 during experimental shifts, 1 during control shifts (n=489)
‡
data automatically collected starting in 2011
^
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Table 3: Poisson Generalized Linear Model and Effect Size Analyses
Parameter Estimates

Effect Sizes (95%CI)

95% Wald CI
B

SE

Lower

Upper

Wald χ2

Use of Force

-.924

.4500

-1.806

-.042

4.22**

OR=2.121 (.907-4.960)†

(Intercept)

-4.246

.3807

-4.993

-3.500

124.45***

d=.140 (.015-.265) ††

Parameter

p<.1 , ** p<.05 , *** p<.01
††
based on counts of use of force incidents; based on rate of use-of-force per shift

Fig. 1: Use of Force Incidents - Rate per 1,000 Police-Public Contacts
(mean baseline=1.46; mean treatment=.33; mean control=.78)
[RCT begain 13 Feb 2013]
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Baseline

Control

12

Treatment

Feb-13

Jan-13

Dec-12

Nov-12

Oct-12

Sep-12

Aug-12

Jul-12

Jun-12

May-12

Apr-12

Mar-12

Feb-12

Jan-12

Dec-11

Nov-11

Oct-11

Sep-11

Aug-11

Jul-11

Jun-11

May-11

Apr-11

-1

Mar-11

†

UoF per 1,000 contacts

*
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